
House of Representatives, May 6,1857.

The Committee on Prisons, to whom was referred the Order of
March 5, instructing them “to inquire into the expediency of
abolishing the infliction of Stripes at the State Prison,” have
considered the same, and

Your Committee find in the Acts of 1849, chapter 173, “ An
Act to abolish Corporal Punishment in the State Prison,” as
follows: “No officer shall inflict any blows whatever upon any
convict, unless in self-defence or to suppress a revolt or insur-
rection. If in the opinion of the warden of the prison it shall
be deemed necessary in any case to inflict unusual punishment
in order to produce the entire submission or obedience of any
convict, it shall bo his duty to confine such convict immediately
in a cell, upon a short allowance, and to retain him therein
until he shall be reduced to submission or obedience.”

By chap. 289 of the Acts of 1850, that part of the above Act
relating to corporal punishment was repealed, and the following
Act adopted, under which stripes are now inflicted at the State
Prison;—
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“ Sect. 1. The warden of the State Prison, with the consent
of one or more of the inspectors, whenever in their opinion the
proper discipline of said prison requires, is authorized to confine
such convicts as are obstinate and refractory, to solitary labor
for such time as they may deem necessary to produce penitence,
or so long as they shall deem necessary for the promotion of
good order and discipline; and the warden, with the concur-
rence of one or more of the inspectors, is authorized to inflict
corporal punishment upon the convicts, in cases only where
other methods have failed to produce penitence, and they find
such punishment necessary to maintain the discipline of the
prison ; and that the warden, in his annual report, shall state
the whole number of stripes inflicted, the number of convicts
upon whom they have been inflicted, and the circumstances
attending each case : provided, that in no case shall more than
ten stripes be inflicted at one time.”

It will be noticed that the authority to inflict stripes is care-
fully guarded, as it requires the “ concurrence of one or more
of the inspectors,” with the warden, and can be inflicted “only
where other methods have failed.” This first provision was
undoubtedly intended to prevent hasty action on the part of the
officers, by requiring a consultation with an inspector, and his
concurrence in each case.

Your Committee regret to find, however, that this provision
has been virtually annulled by a vote of the inspectors, passed
May sth, 1856, as follows:

“ Voted, That the subject of punishments be left to the war-
den in all ordinary cases, and that he be authorized to use
stripes when he shall deem it necessary and expedient for the
enforcement' of prompt and obedient compliance with the rules
of the prison.”

This vote, your Committee believe, ought not to have been
passed, as it is contrary to the spirit of the law and annuls one
of its safeguards.

Before proceeding to comment upon that provision of the
law which requires “ the annual report of the warden,” it may
not be out of place to describe the instruments with which
corporal punishment is inflicted. There are two kinds of whip
used at the prison; one entitled “ the cats,” having seven
lashes, one blow with which is considered “ one stripe;” the
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other, called “ the four lashes of smaller size.
Occasionally, upon the younger prisoners, a “ switch ” has been
used, the punishment with which is denominated “ tickling.”

After the infliction of punishment with either of these, the
prisoner is required to return to the shop with his coat upon his
arm, to indicate to his fellow-prisoners that he has undergone
this kind of punishment, and to deter them from disorderly
conduct and the commission of offences against the rules of the
prison.

From testimony before your Committee it appears that it has
not of late been the practice in the “ annual report,” to return
•those cases where the “kittens” or the “switch” has been
used, but that the apparent interpretation of the law has been,
that punishment with the “ cats ” only should be considered as
“ stripes.”

Your Committee have had no opportunity to judge of the
comparative severity of the “ cats,” “ kittens,” or “ switch” as
applied at the prison, but they are clearly of opinion that the
annual returns should have included the infliction of punish-
ment with either of them, according to the Act before quoted,
and that it was not competent for the officers of the prison to
determine that a blow with a whip of one size was a “ stripe,”
and with another size, not a “ stripe.” That decision should have
been left with the legislature, and the practice that has prevailed
in this respect was clearly a deviation from both the letter and
the spirit of the law.

The Act before named went into operation May 1, 1850, dur-
ing the administration of warden Frothingham. During the
subsequent two years under Mr. Frothingham, there were
inflicted, each year, sixteen stripes upon four persons. Since
that time the annual average has been, according to the reports,

ninety-four stripes upon twenty-six persons.
Your Committee before forming an opinion upon this matter,

considered it their duty to take the testimony of men who
have had a large experience in prison discipline, and they find
that while their opinions differ as to the manner and frequency
of its application, nearly all agree that it should be retained as
a reserved power, to be judiciously administered when other
methods fail. One witness, of experience, who was opposed to
the punishment, said, “ I would repeal the law, if I could, yet
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in the hands of a warden who loved the convicts, and had
benevolence enough to love and pity men just in proportion as
they are guilty and depraved, so that while inflicting the pun-
ishment he himself could feel the pain, as a kind father inflicting
punishment with tears of bitter sorrow, the power might not be
misplaced.”

It is contended by those most experienced that it is a more
humane punishment, when properly applied, and less detri-
mental to the health, than solitary confinement.

Rev. Jared Curtis, for many years chaplain of the State
Prison, in one of his reports to the governor and council, (the
sentiments of which he reiterated before your Committee,)
said: “ That the affairs of a prison may be conducted without
a resort to stripes I have no doubt; hut after careful observation
and much and deliberate consideration, I am clearly of opinion
that in some cases stripes may be resorted to with a more
ready effect and a far happier result, both to the individual
punished and to the institution, than can be secured from soli-
tude, with its customary privations. But where stripes are
authorized as a part of the system of discipline adopted in any
prison, the number of stripes and the circumstances should be
carefully regulated, and should be watched with a vigilant eye
by the legally constituted board of supervision attached to
such institution. I feel confident that this mode of punishment,
in the case of certain individuals, will, in a very short time,
effect that which days and weeks of solitude and starvation, and
even chains, cannot accomplish, and this too without endan-
gering the health of the sufferer, as is often done by solitude
with its usual privations. But I would say, distinctly, that I
would never resort to stripes where there is a rational prospect
of a favorable result to the institution and the offender by the
adoption of a milder and loss painful course. Still, I would
never recommend it to any State, by legal enactments, to cut
itself off from the power, should occasion call for it, to enforce
obedience by the infliction of corporal chastisement. But what-
ever may be the mode of punishment, whether by solitude
with its customary privations or by the infliction of stripes, a
record should be kept of every case of punishment, setting
forth its nature and extent, together with the offence for which
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it was inflicted; which record should be open to the proper
authorities, whenever they should see fit to examine it.”

With such testimony before them, your Committee are not
prepared to recommend the abolition of stripes, but they are
free to say that that warden proves himself to be best fitted for
the position, other things being equal, who most nearly avoids
the use of the lash. As an example, we may cite Capt. Rob-
bins, of the Suffolk House of Correction, who, though disap-
proving its abolition, has, during an administration of twenty-five
years, in which time he has had twenty thousand prisoners
under him, never resorted to it; and few, if any, excel him as
a disciplinarian or as a successful officer.

It must be conceded that much of its efficacy depends ilpon
the manner of administering it. There should be no hostile
feeling exhibited by the officer inflicting it, or by the warden,
but they should seek to convince the prisoner that it is a painful
duty performed only for the maintenance of the good discipline
of the prison. The warden should also be present to watch its
effect, and to add such appeals as may aid in accomplishing the
desired result. The following instance was related to us by an
ex-warden, as occurring under his administration:—

“ A convict committed an aggravated assault upon another
convict. I ordered five stripes as a punishment. I went to his
cell, talked with him, told him I must punish him for his own
good and to maintain the discipline of the prison. When taken
to the arch, (the place of punishment,) I again talked with him,
assuring him that it was a painful duty, and begging him to
exhibit a penitent spirit. He then received one stripe,—when
I again plead with him,—the second, another plea,—the third,
and he said he was willing to return to his work; but I had
reason to believe that he was not quite subdued, and I ordered
two stripes more, when he burst into tears, and was sent to the
shop. From that time forward he was a well-behaved and
orderly convict. He acknowledged the justice and good effect
of the punishment, and said that the severity of it consisted in
its moderation and the appeals made between the stripes.”

There is a volume in this simple statement.
The most strenuous advocates of this punishment may con-

tend that it has a quicker result than solitary confinement; is
therefore more convenient, and that it does not, like the latter,
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deprive the State of the labor of the convicts for any considerable
time. This argument would have no weight with your Com-
mittee.

It is a degrading punishment, tending to deprive the subject of
it of his self-respect, and consequently, to lessen the hope of his
reformation. It should only be resorted to in extreme cases,—
never for the violation of a simple rule, whore no moral turpi-
tude has been exhibited,—and never without a strict regard to
all the forms and guarantees which the law has provided.

Your Committee entertain the hope that the time is coming
when, with a prison properly constructed, and with officers har-
monious in their views of a reformatory discipline, stripes may
be abolished. If the system of classification, which your Com-
mittee will recommend in another report, is adopted, they are
confident it will do much towards securing so desirable a
result.

But at the present time, so nearly following upon the recent
terrible tragedies at the prison, with the consequent want of
entire subordination among the prisoners, and also in view of
fact, that the the present warden has not had sufficient time to
make a fair trial of his own system of discipline, the Committee
do not feel authorized to recommend any change in the law, but
deem it expedient to rest upon such suggestions in regard to
the execution of the law as they have made in this Report.

The Committee feel less hesitation in arriving at this result,
from the fact, that the views of the present warden coincide with
their own,—that this form of punishment should be inflicted, if
at all, only in extreme cases; and they are glad to say, that thus
far during his administration at the prison, he has not found it
necessary to resort to it, and but once during his long experi-
ence as a prison officer.

Your Committee, therefore, in view of the foregoing consid-
erations, report, that it is inexpedient to legislate upon the
subject.

For the Committee,

FRANK B. FAY.


